Computer-assisted Instruction (CAI) plays very important role in e-learning system. Distance-learning students can remotely access this kind of course material. As CAI materials are in electronic form they are subject to illegal manipulation and duplication. Therefore, there is growing need to develop robust techniques for protecting these materials. Digital watermarking has been proposed as a solution to the problem of copyright protection of multimedia for many decades. This technique can also be applied to the educational materials. In this paper, a protection scheme is proposed in which double watermarks are embedded into all still images in the CAI materials before they are distributed. Firstly, the visible watermark, e.g., university's logo, is inserted directly on image pixel's intensity to exhibit an ownership. An invisible, semi-fragile watermark is then also embedded on these watermarked images. Because of the special characteristic of the latter watermark, any attempt to change or remove the visible logo can be clearly detected. We have also developed an extraction method to reveal the secret watermarks which verify our right on the CAI materials. We have conducted experiments using different kinds of attacks on the watermarked images. The results of these experiments are discussed and conclusions presented as to the reliability and applicability of our proposed scheme.
Introduction
CAI plays a very important role in e-learning system. However, as CAI materials are in electronic form there is a growing need to protect them against illegal manipulation. Normally, when the CAI is distributed the symbol that appears on it that can be used for claiming the ownership is a university's logo. However, this symbol is very easy to remove by using general graphical software. Therefore, more robust techniques are required. Digital watermarking has been proposed as a solution to the problem of copyright protection of multimedia for many decades. This technique can also be applied in an educational framework.
Generally, watermark or secret information, e.g., the university's logo or the software's ID number, is inserted in a host media, e.g., text, still image, audio, video, or computer graphical image. The watermark can be embedded in the spatial domain by directly modifying intensity (amplitude) values of the image (audio) or in the frequency domain by transforming these values to another form and then modifying the resultant values. Watermarks can be categorized into visible or invisible watermarks. For a visible watermark, even through it is perceptively embedded the host media should not be corrupted (Nicchiotti & Ottaviani, 1998 ). Another characteristic that has to be considered is its
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Invisible watermarks can be further classified into fragile and robust. A robust watermark is designed to resist unintentional or willful attacks that attempt to remove or destroy the watermark. Its primary applications are copyright protection and content tracking (Wu & Liu, 1998) . On the other hand, a fragile watermark is designed so that slight changes to the watermarked image can be detected. The sensitivity of a fragile watermark to modification leads to its use in image authentication. That is, it may be used to verify that an image has not been edited, damaged, or altered since it was marked. Many fragile watermarks are also capable of showing the areas of a watermarked image where tampering has occurred (Kunder & Hatzinakos, 1999) . Recently, a combination of the characteristics of robust and fragile watermarks has also been studied and called the semi-fragile watermark.
In this paper, a watermarking technique called dual watermarking is proposed. It captures the desired characteristic s of both the visible and invisible watermarks. After setting appropriate parameters, the decorated visible watermark (embossed university's logo) is first embedded into all images in the CAI at a size and position selected by the creator of the course material. However, this watermark can be easily removed and replaced by a new one. To overcome this problem the second watermark, the semi-fragile watermark, is then embedded. This watermark is a specific one and has two main characteristics. The first characteristic is transparency so that it will not be seen and will not disturb the images and the first watermark. The second main property is its ability to locate any malicious tampering made on the images. This can be done under the assumption that any modification of the image content requires the alteration/replacement of the pixels in an entire region of the image.
The paper is organized as follows: The general definitions of digital watermarking schemes are presented in the next section. Next, we propose the novel digital watermarking techniques to be used in this paper and describe an implementation of such a scheme. Finally, we conclude with a discussion on the use of watermarking schemes for the authe ntication of rightful ownership.
Digital Watermark
Many different types of watermarks have been proposed for a variety of applications, e.g., copyright protection, authentication, broadcast monitoring, owner identification, proof of ownership, copy control and covert communication (van Schyndel, Tirkel & Osborne, 1994) . In this section, a literature review of watermarking techniques is presented.
In watermark insertion, the watermark W = {w(r,c)|w∈I, 0≤w≤255; 0≤r≤M w , 0≤c≤N w }, where M w and N w are the height and width of the image W, is embedded into the original image H = {h(r,c)|h∈I, 0≤h≤255; 0≤r≤M, 0≤c≤N}, where M and N are the height and width of the image H, to create a watermarked image H' which should be visually close to H. A secret key, K, may also be used. In watermark detection, the watermark W' is extracted from the 'tobe-tested' image and W' is compared with the original signature W. The insertion and detection is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The most common watermark embedding rules are the following:
Parameters α and β are go verned by certain characteristics of the Human Visual System (HVS) for reasons of perceptual watermark masking.
Visible Watermark
A visible watermark image is embedded in a host image so that the watermark is intentionally perceptible to a human observer. The marking can be implemented either in spatial or frequency domains. In the spatial domain, the marking methods for enhancing digital documents have been developed by Braudaway, Magerlein & Minzter (1996) . The method alters pixel values in a still image to mark digitized pages of manuscripts from the Vatican's archive and the British Library with a logo. The method begins with the construction of a mask corresponding to the watermark. The mask determines which pixels in an image will remain unchanged and which will have their intensity altered. The location at which the watermark will be placed is then chosen. Finally, the intensity in the pixels specified by the mask is altered.
In the frequency-domain techniques, an image is firstly transformed into a set of frequency domain coefficients. The transformation may be DCT, Fourier transform, or wavelet transform, etc. The watermark is then embedded in the transformed coefficients. Finally, the coefficients are inverse-transformed to form the watermarked image. For example, the watermark proposed by IBM allows the content owners to embed a visible shape or logo mark such as company's logo on top of the image (Craver, Memon, Yeo & Yeung, 1996) .
Image contents such as texture, edges and luminance of each region are also considered in embedding of the watermark. In content-based adaptive watermarking methods, the strength of a watermark is kept proportional to the contents to make it uniformly visible. In this paper, we consider methods for adapting a watermark to image content, for decorating a watermark, for adjusting a watermark's tranparency and for specifying the size and location of watermark on the host image.
In visible Watermark
Even though a visible watermark can be attractively decorated to express the ownership of media, it has the main drawback that it can be easily removed and/or replaced by a new one. To overcome this problem a variety of invisible watermarking schemes have been reported. As with a visible watermark, it can be classified into a spatial-domain or transform-domain type. The former has been shown to be quite robust against lossy image compression, filtering and scanning. The la tter can embed a larger number of bits without incurring noticeable visual artifacts. In general, spatial domain techniques are more effective in exploiting the characteristics of the HVS with regard to sensitivity to disturbance. To embed the unperceivable data, it can easily adapt the embedding rule to the local image content. However, these spatial domain techniques appear to be quite weak with respect to image resizing. On the other hand, the main drawbacks of frequency domain techniques are their computational cost and the difficulty they present in adapting the watermarked signal to the local image content (Wang & Wiederhold, 1998) .
Invisible watermarking schemes can also be classified as either robust or fragile. Robust watermarks are generally designed to resist malicious attacks such as image scaling, cropping, lossy compression, and so forth, whereas fragile watermarks are useful for purposes of authentication, and can potentially be used to verify the integrity of a given image's content. Details of these two watermarks are given in the following sections.
Robust Watermark
Robust watermarks are designed to resist attempts to remove or destroy the watermark. There are several properties that a robust watermark should have ; 1) the watermark must appear to be invisible, 2) the probability of a false-positive detection must be extremely small, 3) it must be possible to vary the degree of marking applied to an image so the watermark can be made as detectable as necessary and 4) the watermark must survive all image manipulations, e.g., "lossy" compression, rotation, linear or nonlinear resizing, brightening, sharpening, pixel editing, the superposition of a correlated or uncorrelated noise field and the printing and rescanning of the image (Wong, 1998) .
Fragile Watermark
The fragile watermark is one of the watermarking methods that ha ve a low robustness towards modifications. Even small change of the content will destroy embedded information. It also indicates which area has been subjected to attack. The sensitivity of fragile marks to modification leads to their use in image authentication. Fragile watermarking techniques can also be classified into ones which directly mark in either the spatial domain or the transform domain. For example, the VW2D technique proposed by Wolfgang and Delp (1994) embeds the mark, a bipolar M-sequence, in the spatial domain using a blocking structure. Then detection is done via a modified correlation detector in order to locate the change made by the attacker. Wong (1998) introduced fragile watermarking which obtains a digest using a hash function. The digest is then used to modify the least-significant bit plane of the host image. This technique can also identify modified regions within a watermarked image. In the technique of Yeung and Mintzer (1998) , pseudo-random look-up tables are created and then used to control modification of the pixel data. The effects of altering the pixels were detected by using a modified error diffusion process.
In the frequency-domain, Wu and Liu (1998) proposed a marking technique which utilizes a special lookup table of binary values to partition the quantized DCT coefficients and then modify these values before performing entropy coding. Kundur and Hatzinakos (1999) and Xie and Arce (1998) describe techniques based on the wavelet transform. Both techniques have the advantage of being able to locate and characterize tampering of a watermarked image.
It can be concluded that the desired properties of fragile watermark systems are; 1) the ability to detect any tampering in a marked image, 2) an embedded watermark should not be visible or interfere with the functionality of the image, 3) the detection should not require the original image, 4) detector should be able to locate and characterize alterations made to a marked image, 5) the watermark should be capable of being embedded in the compressed domain, 6) the marking key spaces should be large and 7) the marking key should be difficult to deduce from the detection side information.
Semi-fragile
A semi-fragile watermark combines the properties of robust and fragile watermarks. Therefore, a semifragile watermark is able to tolerate some degree of change, e.g., lossy compression. Like a fragile watermark, the semi-fragile watermark is also able to locate regions of the image that have been tampered with. Thus, a semi-fragile watermark can differentiate between the crop-and-replacement process and the manipulations from lossy compression (Inoue, Mayazaki, Yamamoto & Hatsura, 1999) .
Watermarking in the Wavelet Domain
In most of the reported schemes the watermark is added to the image in either the spatial domain or the transform domain. It is found that the transform domain watermarking schemes are typically much more robust to image manipulation than are the spatial domain schemes. A widely used transform technique is the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT). For example, Xia, Boncelet and Arce (1997) add a pseudorandom sequence to the largest coefficients of the detail bands with the amount of modification added being proportional to the strength of the coefficient. Watermark detection is achieved through compari-son with the original image. In Kunder and Hatzinakos (1999), a host image and a binary logo is first decomposed through DWT. The watermark is then scaled by a salience factor, computed on a block by block basis, and then repeatedly added to the subbands of the DWT decomposition of the host image. In Zhu, Xiong and Zhang (1999) , each DWT coefficient of highpass bands is modified proportional to its magnitude. This technique is extended by the classical technique proposed in Cox, Killian, Leighton and Shamoon (1997) in a straightforward way to the wavelet domain. Swanson, Kobayashi, and Tewfik (1998) apply the DWT transform to a video sequence by decomposing it along the temporal axis into stationary and moving components. The main issue in this technique is how and where the watermarked image was tampered with. Finally, in Paquet, Zahir and Ward (2002) , the host image is firstly decomposed using wavelet packets. The quantization of coefficients and characteristics of the human visual system are then used to maximize the embedding weights while keeping good perceptual transparency. The method also has the ability to detect any tampering with the image.
Novel Watermarking Techniques
It is possible to state that the most important features of a watermarking technique are that the watermark unnoticeable, robust and blind, i.e., the watermark decoder must not require the original image for extracting the embedded code, and that the technique has the ability to locate the region that has been altered. In this paper, dual watermarks have been embedded into images in the CAI materials using wavelet packets in order to fulfill the above characteristics. The following is the detail of these techniques.
The First Watermark
The first watermark inserted into images is a visible watermark. It is perceptively embedded, in the spatial domain, in the host images. Desirable characteristics are simplicity of the algorithm, and that the content of the watermarked images should not be corrupted. In addition, the owner should be able to decorate the watermark, to adjust watermark's transparency and to specify size and location of watermark on host image.
Watermark Generation
Let a gray-scale image with a black logo on white background, shown in Fig. 2-a) , be a watermark image to be inserted in the host image H. Firstly, we binarize the image by setting the intensity of pixels having value less than 128 to 0 and pixels having value greater than or equal 128 to 1. We then perform averaged convolution on this image using a 5x5 kernel with weights k 1 = k 2 = k 3 = … = k 25 = 1/25. The average can be calculated using the equation
where Z is an intensity value of the result image's pixel corresponding to the center of kernel.
The negative ve rsion of the result image, A, is shown in Fig. 2-b) . Next, the negative version of the initial image, N, is created as shown in Fig. 2-c) . Now we have two choices to create a watermark image W. The first form of W can be created by . The direction and thickness of a letter's shadow can be adjusted by changing sign and value ofη , respectively. For instance, Fig. 2-d) shows the watermark W when 2 + = η was used. Another appearance of W, shown in Fig. 2-e) , can be created by adding A with N.
The Second Watermark
The watermarking technique used in the second stage is a semi-fragile watermark. In this stage, the host image is the first watermarked image, H', resulting from the first stage, shown in Fig. 3 ) and the watermark image is a binary logo image, W 2 , shown in Fig. 4-a) . We expect that this technique would accept some manipulations such as lossy compression and reasonable brightness adjustment on the watermarked image to a predetermined quality factor, but would reject crop-andreplacement processes. In the latter case, this means that if there is any tampering on H' after inserting W 2 we should be able to locate the region of tampers. In addition, the capacity to insert W 2 into H' is an important issue in this work. Therefore, embedding is performed in the frequency domain using wavelet packets with four times more space than in the ordinary wavelet transform. Firstly, to overcome a cropping attack on the final watermarked image watermark bits in W 2 must be rearranged in a pseudo-permuted style with a secret key K 1 before embedding them in the coefficients. W 2 is then divided into 4x4 blocks. At the same time H' is also divided into 8x8 blocks, as shown in Fig. 4-b) . Each block of H' is then decomposed into four subbands, LL1, LH1, HL1, and HH1. Each subband is then decomposed again. Finally, after performing the second level decompositions there are 16 sub-subbands for each block, shown in Fig. 4-c) . However, only the xLH2 and xHL2 sub-subband are selected, where x is an element of set {LL1, LH1, HL1, HH1}. We avoid selecting the xLLs and xHHs. The sub-subband xLLs contain low frequency data which are likely to be seen if a watermark has been inserted. On other hand, the sub-subband xHHs contain high frequency data which are likely to be eliminated when the watermarked image is compressed by the JPEG 2000 standard.
There are 32 host coefficients, in each block, for embedding 16 watermarking bits. Half of these host coefficients are then randomly selected and qua ntized. The maximum and minimum values of these selected coefficients are extracted. These techniques are applied to all blocks. The absolute maximum and minimum values are calculated from the maximum and minimum values of all blocks. Next, a look-up table (LUT) is created. This LUT is a structure of two data arrays. The first member array, called "content", contains integer numbers running from the absolute minimum value to the absolute maximum value with stepsize of one. Another member array, called "entry", having the same size as the content array, contains "1" or "0" in random order. This order can be created using a secret key K 2 . To embed a "1"("0") watermark bit in a coefficient, the coefficient is unchanged if the entry of the table corresponding to that coefficient is also a "1"("0"). If the entry of the table is a "0"("1"), then the coefficient is changed to its nearest neighbor values for which the entry is "1"("0"). These techniques are applied on all blocks using the same LUT. The marked coefficients of all blocks are put back into image space and finally perform inverse wavelet packets transform.
Watermark E xtraction
For the extraction, the algorithm performs the same steps as in the embedding algorithm, except that the last three ones are omitted. Instead of changing coefficient values, by using LUT, the watermark bits are extracted. The extracted values are then compared to the original watermark to check if they have been changed or not.
Implementations

Experiments
After embedding the visible and invisible semi-fragile watermarks into the host image, the robustness must be studied. Two issues were considered; the manipulations of lossy compression and the existence of the watermark after it was attacked by the crop-and-replacement process and wheather the region that has been altered could be located. The testing of all issues was concentrated on the final watermarked image. Firstly, the watermarked image was tested against non-intentional attack (compression) and against the intentional attack (the crop-and-replacement process.) We compressed the image with various qualities, ranging from 100 to 0. The higher numbers mean quality is better. In the second experiment, the image was cut and then replaced in a new location. Size of the cutting area was varied from 0% of the total area to 100%.
Results and Discussion
The algorithm worked well for compression with quality number more than 80. The more we compressed the image the lower the signal-to-noise ratio we achieved. In the second experiment, the algorithm was sensitive to tampering by a crop-and-replacement process. The sma llest tampered area we could identify was an 8x8 block, as shown in Fig. 5 . The algorithms have advantages for each watermark type.
For the visible watermark the advantages are as following; 1) the simplicity of the algorithm to embed the visible watermark, 2) the content of the host image is not significantly corrupted, 3) the owner can decorate his/her watermark, e.g., adjusting watermark's transparency and size, 4) the owner can specify the location of the watermark to be placed on host image.
For the invisible watermark the advantages are as following; 1) the algorithm can distinguish between the common manipulations on the image, such as lossy compression or intentional manipulation by a crop-and-replacement process, 2) even if the watermarked image has been disturbed, the algorithm still has the ability to locate the tampered area. However, to extract the watermark from the watermarked image, the original watermark is still needed. This makes the algorithm become a non-blind watermark, which may be impracticable in some situations, e.g., losing an original watermark image. 
Conclusion
Normally, some distance-learning material is now in electronic form. This has created a growing need to protect the material against illegal duplication and manipulation. Digital watermarking has been proposed as a solution to the problem of copyright protection of multimedia for many decades. This technique can also be applied in an educational framework. In this research, a visible watermark, university logo has been inserted into host images while it was creating CAI course materials. However, this logo can be easily removed or changed by malicious attackers. Therefore, an invisible semi-fragile watermark with its ability to locate any malicious tampering on these images has also been inserted in these materials. The watermark embedded using the proposed method has been found to be robust agianst tampering by a crop-and-replacement process and by lossy compression. The algorithms also have the ability to locate the region that has been altered. This research indicates that these algorithms can be applied in the educational framework.
